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Chapter 12

Spatial Assessment of Soil Organic
Carbon Using Bayesian Maximum
Entropy and Partial Least Square
Regression Model
Bei Zhang and Sabine Grunwald

Abstract There has been great interest in the estimation of soil carbon over the last
decade to address critical environmental, agronomic, and sociopolitical issues. Soil
proximal sensing has shown much potential for soil carbon assessment.
Visible/near-infrared diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (VNIRS) has been introduced
as a complementary data source in digital soil mapping due to its cost effectiveness.
However, in many studies, the uncertainty in soil modeling using VNIRS has not been
explicitly taken into account. Bayesian maximum entropy (BME) is a modern geostatistical method that incorporates auxiliary/soft data within a theoretical sound
framework. Our objective was to employ VNIR data and BME to spatially estimate
soil organic carbon (SOC). Another objective was to compare the performance to
estimate SOC using BME to classical geostatistical methods. A total of 1012 soil
samples from Florida, USA, were employed from a database that included pairs of
SOC measurements derived by dry combustion and hyperspectral data with 1-nm
resolution in the VNIR spectral range (350–2500 nm). Partial least square regression
(PLSR) was used to model the relationship between VNIR data and SOC. For spatial
estimations of SOC, we employed BME using “hard” (SOC measurements from the
laboratory) and interval “soft” data (predictions of VNIR–PLSR model). For the
purpose of comparison, ordinary kriging (OK) was used with only the hard data set
(OK1) and the SOC estimates derived from the VNIRS–PLSR model (OK2) at point
locations. Both BME and OK2 show distinctly different pathways of assimilating
vague (“soft”) data into the spatial modeling process. The three spatial estimation
methods (BME, OK1, and OK2) were examined using the independent validation set
by calculating bias, root mean square error (RMSE), residual prediction deviation
(RPD), and ratio of performance to inter-quartile distance (RPIQ). The preliminary
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results show that BME performed generally as well as OK1, which may be due to the
data splitting effects. However, both BME and OK1 were better than OK2. As BME
can take advantage of data from the PLSR model, it offers the possibility to reduce the
amount of laboratory-measured samples to map across a region. OK2 performed
worse than OK1, which showed that using vague data into kriging leads to higher
uncertainties. In this case, data from the VNIRS model may not help to improve the
performance of predictions in kriging. These results underpin the potential of the BME
approach in digital soil mapping.



Keywords Bayesian maximum entropy Digital soil mapping
Visible/near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy

12.1

 Soil carbon 

Introduction

Soil carbon is considered as the largest pool of carbon in terrestrial ecosystems (Lal
2004) with multiple environmental cobeneﬁts including fertility, productivity, and
soil health that influence many agronomical, environmental, and political issues
(Lacoste et al. 2014). Mapping the spatial distribution of soil carbon at a variety of
spatial and temporal scales has been of great interest to address needs (Grunwald
2009; Minasny et al. 2013). A variety of methods have been used in soil carbon
mapping, such as regression kriging (Vasques et al. 2010), geographically weighted
regression (Zhang et al. 2011), and random forest (Wiesmeier et al. 2010).
Visible/near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy (VNIRS) has been established as an
alternative to more costly laboratory measurements to characterize soil properties. It is
rapid and nondestructive and requires less sample preparation with less or no chemical
reagents (McCarty et al. 2002; Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006; Brown 2007; Vasques et al.
2008). Modeling the quantitative relationships between soil attributes and spectral
characteristics requires sophisticated statistical techniques (Viscarra Rossel et al.
2006). A variety of regression methods have been used for modeling soil VNIRS, such
as principal component regression (PCR), partial least squares regression (PLSR),
multiple linear regression (MLR), and artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) (Mouazen et al.
2010; Rossel and Behrens 2010). Among those techniques, PLSR is the most widely
used (Brown et al. 2005; Vasques et al. 2008; Volkan Bilgili et al. 2010). The algorithm of PLSR is computationally faster than other methods; models are more interpretable and are relatively insensitive to over-ﬁtting (Brodský et al. 2013). However,
Brodský et al. (2013) found that PLSR modeling can cause uncertainty in the map of
spatial prediction. More importantly, the uncertainty from spatial estimation by
kriging can be substantial. Consequently, using VNIRS data directly in the kriging
process may be not a good choice. The geostatistical methods that can incorporate
auxiliary variables, such as regression kriging (RK) using VNIRS data to estimate soil
properties (Ge et al. 2007), might be an alternative approach. However, if the relationship between auxiliary variable and target variable is not constant in all parts of the
study area, the predictions might be even worse than just using plain kriging (Hengl
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et al. 2007). It is critical to note that RK and PLSR fail to incorporate the prediction
uncertainty explicitly into the modeling process. To explicitly incorporate soil spectral
data into the modeling process to predict soil properties has been underexplored, but
will be addressed in this study.
Bayesian maximum entropy (BME) proposed by Christakos (1990, 2000) is a
modern geostatistical approach, which can integrate data with uncertainty into the
modeling process, aiming to improve predictive capabilities compared with traditional estimation methods. In this framework, the term “hard data” refers to the
most precise and accurate data with current instrumentation (e.g., soil analytical
laboratory measurements), while “soft data” may represent varying levels of
uncertain observations related to the target variables. The latter may be estimates of
soil carbon derived from spectral data. Intervals of values or probability density
functions are two ways to represent soft data. BME has been successfully applied in
soil science (Bogaert and D’Or 2002; Douaik et al. 2004, 2005), environmental risk
assessment (Lee 2005; Yu et al. 2009; Bogaert et al. 2009), environmental health
(Puangthongthub et al. 2007; Money et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2009; Pang et al. 2010),
and climate research (Lee et al. 2008).
Different kinds of soft data have been used in soil science, such as legacy soil
map and raw measurement data (Bogaert and D’Or 2002; Douaik et al. 2004).
There are no studies yet that have incorporated soil VNIRS data into the BME
framework to improve predictions of soil properties.
The aims of this research were to: (i) investigate the performance of BME spatial
estimation for SOC combined with VNIRS data, (ii) assess the performance of
BME with soft data derived from VNIRS–PLSR models, and (iii) compare the
accuracy of BME spatial estimation with traditional ordinary kriging as a reference.

12.2

Materials and Methods

12.2.1 Study Area
The study area is the State of Florida located in the southeastern Coastal Plain,
USA, extending over six and one-half degrees of latitude (24.55–31.00 N, 80.03–
87.63 W). The prevalent climate in Florida is humid subtropical, while the southern
part has a tropical climate (add reference). The majority of soils in Florida are
Spodosols (32 %), Entisols (22 %), Ultisols (19 %), Alﬁsols (13 %), and Histosols
(11 %) (Natural Resources Conservation Service 2006). Land use and land cover
are composed of wetlands (28 %), pinelands (18 %), and urban and barren lands
(15 %), while agriculture, rangelands, and improved pasture occupy 9 %, 9 %, and
8 % of this state, respectively (Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
2003). Florida is characterized by relatively flat topography with gentle slope
varying from 0 to 5 % in most parts of the region. Only less than 1 % of the state
has moderate slopes of 5–19 % (US Geological Survey 1999).
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12.2.2 Data Preparation
We used soil data from a previous project “Rapid Assessment of Trajectory
Modeling of Changes in Soil Carbon across a Southeastern Landscape” (courtesy of
the soil database maintained by Dr. Grunwald’s Pedometrics, Landscape Analysis,
and GIS Laboratory). A detailed description of sampling design, laboratory analysis, and spectral scanning were provided by Xiong et al. (2014). Briefly, a total of
1012 soil samples were collected from March 2008 to August 2009 using a
random-stratiﬁed sampling design based on land use—soil order strata. At each site,
four 20 × 5.8 cm soil cores were collected within a 2-m-diameter area. These four
soil samples were bulked in the ﬁeld and then placed in a cooler until they could be
transported to laboratory. SOC was analyzed in the laboratory using dry combustion (Shimadzu TOC-V/SSM-5000). For preliminary analysis, SOC values higher
than the 75 % quantile of the whole data were removed. This pretreatment reduced
the number of sample to 759.
Spectral data were derived from scanning of soil samples in the laboratory in the
VNIR spectral range (350–2500 nm) at 1-nm intervals. Each sample was scanned
four times. The average of these four scans was computed for every single sample.
Three preprocessing methods were applied to the spectra data. First, the reflectance
curves were smoothed across a moving window of 9 nm by using the Savitzky–
Golay algorithm with a third-order polynomial. Then, to reduce the complexity of
the data, the averages of reflectance values were taken across a 10-nm window.
Last, the second-order derivate was applied with a 4 polynomials and 7-nm window. Those 3 steps reduced each of the spectral curves to 215 values.

12.2.3 Data Analyses
The BME approach was employed that provides a systematic and rigorous way to
incorporate soft data in addition to hard data into the modeling process. According
to Christakos (1990), BME balances two requirements: high prior information
about the spatial variability and high posterior probability about the estimated
map. The ﬁrst requirement uses a variety of sources of prior information and
involves the maximization of an entropy function. The second requirement leads to
the maximization of a so-called Bayes’ function.
To implement BME and kriging, all soil samples were randomly divided into
four groups. The ﬁrst one (model set) included laboratory-measured SOC and
scanned spectral data and was used for establishing the VNIRS model using PLSR.
By using the VNIRS–PLSR model, predictions of SOC were derived with spectral
data from the second group (soft data set) to acquire prediction values and deviations. With the prediction outcomes of the VNIRS–PLSR model, each individual
soft interval can be obtained. Speciﬁcally, for each sample in the soft data set, the
upper limit of the interval equaled the SOC prediction value plus one deviation, and
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the lower limit was set to the SOC predication value minus deviation. The last two
groups were hard data and independent validation data, respectively. Although both
of them were laboratory-measured SOC, the hard data set was only used for calibration and the other set was used to validate the performance of geostatistical
estimations. Soft interval data and hard data were both integrated into the BME
estimation process. The model set, soft data set, hard data set, and validation set
included 190, 380, 114, and 75 samples, respectively.
For spatial estimations of SOC, we employed BME using “hard” (SOC measurements from the laboratory) and “soft” data (VNIR data). The BME analysis
included three main stages (Christakos 1990; Douaik et al. 2005):
Prior stage: with the goal to maximize the information content using generalized
knowledge which was implemented using the model set (i.e., pairs of
laboratory-measured SOC and VNIR data) and PLSR to estimate the prior probability density function (PDF).
Meta-prior stage: By using the VNIRS–PLSR model, predictions of SOC were
derived with spectral data from the second group (i.e., the soft data set) to acquire
prediction values and deviations. With the prediction outcomes of the VNIRS–
PLSR model, each individual soft interval can be obtained. Speciﬁcally, for each
sample in the soft data set, the upper limit of the interval equaled the SOC prediction value plus deviation and the lower limit was set to the SOC predication
value minus deviation.
Posterior stage: aiming to maximize the posterior PDF through updating of the prior
PDF by taking into account the hard data set. The posterior and the prior PDFs are
related through the conditional probability law based on Bayes’ theorem.
For the purpose of comparison, ordinary kriging (OK) was used with only the
hard data set (OK1). Then, OK was also employed using SOC estimates derived
from the VNIRS–PLSR model (OK2). Both BME and OK2 show distinctly different pathways of assimilating vague data into the spatial modeling process. The
three spatial estimation methods (BME, OK1, and OK2) were examined using the
independent validation set by calculating bias, root mean square error (RMSE),
residual prediction deviation (RPD), and ratio of performance to inter-quartile
distance (RPIQ).

12.3

Results and Discussion

The descriptive statistics of SOC are reported in Table 12.1. Soil organic carbon
(SOC) in Florida was highly variable with range values for all four sets with more
than 17 g kg−1. The means of all the four data sets were similar, except the
validation set with a mean of 11.2 g kg−1 and median of 10.2 g kg−1. This indicates
a slight bias in the validation data set toward high SOC values which may have
impacted the validation evaluation process. Moreover, the minimum value of the
validation set was 3.9 g kg−1 that was substantially higher than the values in the soft
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Table 12.1 Descriptive statistics of soil organic carbon in different data sets
N

Mean SD
g kg−1

Median

Min

Max

Whole set
759 10.3
4.4
9.4
1.3
21.3
Model set
190
9.9
4.5
8.7
3.0
21.1
Soft set
380 10.2
4.2
9.5
1.3
20.9
Hard set
114 10.3
4.7
9.5
1.9
20.9
Validation set
75 11.2
4.6 10.2
3.9
21.3
N Number of observations in each set, SD Standard deviation

Range

Skew

Kurtosis

20.0
18.1
19.6
19.1
17.4

0.6
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.6

−0.5
−0.6
−0.5
−0.6
−0.7

and hard sets. This may be another reason that impacts the result of validation
especially when there are estimated values less than 3.9 g kg−1 derived from BME
and kriging. As SOC in all the data set was positively skewed, the PLSR model was
built using natural logarithm-transformed SOC values.
The PLSR model built from the model dataset performed fairly well with R2 of
0.52 and RMSE of 0.32 g kg−1 (Fig. 12.1). Figure 12.2 shows the predicted SOC
values using the VNIRS–PLSR model and the spectral data from the soft set. This
shows a good model ﬁt. In both models (Figs. 12.1 and 12.2), residuals in the high
and low SOC range were found indicating the uncertainty arising from models.
The spatial covariance derived from the hard set and soft interval data was
modeled by nesting two exponential models. The sills for these two models were
13.5 and 2, and the ranges were about 1000 m and 30,000 m, respectively. The
ranges of these models showed that the spatial correlation of SOC in Florida was
relatively large (Fig. 12.3).
Figures 12.4, 12.5, and 12.6 show the results of spatial estimation of BME, OK1,
and OK2 in Florida. The basic patterns of these three maps are quite similar, with
the high values of SOC mainly located in the southeast corner of Florida consisting
of highly organic soils. The range in SOC was narrower for BME than kriging, with
Fig. 12.1 Predicted and
observed log-transformed soil
organic carbon (log SOC)
values derived from partial
least square regression
(PLSR) using the model set
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Fig. 12.2 Predicted and
observed log-transformed soil
organic carbon (log SOC)
values derived from VNIRS–
PLSR model using the soft
data set

Fig. 12.3 The covariance
structure of soil organic
carbon (g kg−1) and nested
models

the maximum value only 15.4 g kg−1 that only covered about 75 % of the original
range. This indicated that the method of BME was not sensitive to model high
values. Another possible explanation may be the uncertainty associated with SOC
of the PLSR model. As the goodness of ﬁt for the model was just acceptable, the
prediction SOC values may enlarge the uncertainty in BME. In contrast, the estimated SOC range by OK1 and OK2 corresponded well to the actual range in
measured SOC within the State of Florida. The validation results indicate OK1
performance as well as BME (Table 12.2). The RMSE, RPD, and RPIQ of these
two evaluations were almost the same. However, the SOC estimation map of BME
was capable of showing more variations, whereas OK tended to smooth out SOC
variation. The outcomes of OK2 were the worst, which indicate that assimilating
vague data directly into kriging was not a good choice.
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Fig. 12.4 Estimations of soil
organic carbon (g kg−1) using
Bayesian maximum entropy

Fig. 12.5 Estimations of soil
organic carbon in g kg−1
using ordinary kriging and the
hard data set (OK1)
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Fig. 12.6 Estimations of soil
organic carbon in g kg−1
using ordinary kriging and the
prediction from
visible/near-infrared spectral
(VNIRS)–partial least square
regression (PLSR) model
(OK2)

Table 12.2 Validation results for soil organic carbon (g kg−1) derived from Bayesian maximum
entropy, ordinary kriging with hard data (OK1), and ordinary kriging with predictions from partial
least square regression model (OK2)
RMSEa

Bias

RPDa

RPIQa

BME
4.50
−1.27
1.02
0.63
OK1
4.45
−0.55
1.04
0.63
OK2
4.66
−1.86
0.99
0.61
a
RMSE Root mean square error, RPD Residual prediction deviation, RPIQ Ratio of performance to
inter-quartile distance

12.4

Conclusions

Theoretically, BME is expected to perform better than traditional univariate geostatistics (OK) because BME incorporates both—hard and soft data—into the
modeling process. This was not found in the current preliminary study and needs
further investigation probing into the causes. Preliminary ﬁndings suggest that the
two methods, BME and kriging, performed almost the same using hard data.
However, the spatial estimates of BME showed more details of SOC heterogeneity
than OK1 and OK2. The VNIR spectral data used as soft data inputs in the BME
modeling process possibly enhanced the capability to model SOC variability across
Florida. The relatively small validation data set could not identify signiﬁcant differences in performance between BME and OK in this study. Since the BME
modeling process was influenced by many factors, such as preprocessing of
VNIRS, the quality of the PLSR model, and parameter set during BME computing,
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the accuracy of BME is expected to be improved by adjusting those factors. VNIR
spectral data are easy to obtain and are poised to provide “vague” secondary data
input to enhance the scarcity of hard (laboratory)-measured SOC data.
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